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ABSTRACT: The term automated determination of Gating System Parameters from CAD file of the part
means that various dimensions of the gating system are determined with the aid of computer and very
less interaction with the user. Design of gating system takes a great deal of time of the die-casting expert
since it requires lot of manual input and a number of iterations to finalize the design. This requires a good
knowledge of die-casting process, making this activity completely dependent on the user. For the
automatic determination; we require some inputs to achieve the required output. Proposed system takes
CAD file of the die-casting part as input and uses die-casting process knowledge to determine different
parameters for the gating system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This paper shows the step by step process of
determination of gating system parameters from user
interface for the calculation of gating system
parameters for a die-casting die. In this, various
parameters like length, gate land, runner diameter,
overflow height, length, width, etc. have been
calculated [15] with the help of a Guided user
interface prepared in Matlab.

Importing Data
The importing data window prompts the user to input
the value of cavity volume (Vc), cavity area (Ac) and
mass. User selects the file and the file is stored by the
system. The stored files having data for Vc, Ac, and
mass are read by the system. Fig. 1 system GUI for
importing data.

Fig. 1. System GUI for import data.
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II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Machine selection
Based on the values of the part CAD file imported in
earlier step, machine selection takes place and along
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with the machine its maximum pressure [16, 24, 25]
is selected. Fig. 2 shows the system for GUI for
machine selection.

Fig. 2. System GUI for machine selection.
Material selection, values and inputs
Material is selected by the user based on the
application and use as for clutch (in bikes and
scooters) the material is aluminium while it is zinc in
case of taps. Fig. 3 shows system GUI for material
selection. After the material has been selected, user
has to input some values like the length, wall
thickness, gate velocity and gate thickness. The

length is of the CAD part which is the longest section
of it [15], since gate length will be equal to this as
gate will be attached along CAD part’s length. Gate
velocity and gate thickness are to be entered because
there’s a range for them according to the choice of
material [25, 26]. Fig. 4 and 5 shows the dialog boxes
for the inputs.

Fig. 3. System GUI for material selection.

Fig. 4. System GUI for inputs.
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Fig. 5. System GUI for material values.
III. EXPERIMENTAL
Process Parameters
Gate area is calculated by the values of gate width and
gate depth entered in earlier steps and from gate area,
flow rate is determined. Based on flow rate, gate area,
density and discharge coefficient, working pressure is

calculated [2, 3, 15]. This pressure is then compared
with the maximum machine pressure. If p1 <= to
pmax then the process is on right track else re-enter
gate velocity and gate depth. Fig. 6 shows system GUI
for process parameters. Fig. 7 shows the system GUI
for error which appears when check shows 0 i.e. when
p1>pmax.

Fig. 6. System GUI for process parameters.

Fig. 7. System GUI for error.

Gate parameters
Once the process parameters are finalized, calculation
of gating system parameters takes place. For
calculation of gate parameters ratio, r1 is required,
which is nothing but ratio of width on cavity side to

depth on cavity side. Fig. 8 shows its system GUI. The
Fig. 9 shows the dialog box for length of gate, also
called Gate land, which is entered through a file since
its maximum value is limited to 0.00254m [15].
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After entering the required values, gate parameters on
cavity side are to be calculated which are dependent
on the ratio of width to depth on cavity side and gate
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area on runner side [3, 4, 15]. Since, here gate of
constant cross sectional area is considered. Fig. 10
shows the dialog box for remaining gate parameters.

Fig. 8. System GUI for r1 input.

Fig. 9. System GUI for gate land.

Fig. 10. System GUI for gate parameters.
Runner Parameters
Runner length is another parameter. The value of
which is stored in the file. Fig. 11 shows the runner
length dialog box. Runner parameters like runner
area, runner diameter are calculated. Area of

runner is calculated based on the empirical relation
between gate area and runner area. Then, based on
the calculated runner area, runner diameter is
calculated [15]. Fig. 12 shows system GUI.

Fig. 11. System GUI for runner length.
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Fig. 12. System GUI for runner calculations.
Overflow Parameters
This section shows the snapshots from user
interface for the calculation of gating system
parameters for a die-casting die. Thus based on
choice of material, the overflow length is selected.
Fig. 13 shows the overflow length and 14

overflow height dialog box. [15]. At last, the
overflow parameters like area of overflow, volume
of overflow, width and height are calculated as
shown in a dialog box in Fig. 15.

Fig. 13. System GUI for overflow length.

Fig. 14. System GUI for overflow height.

Fig. 15. System GUI for overflow calculations.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Proposed system is capable of generating parameters
of gating system from CAD model of the part. It also
uses die-casting machine database and process
knowledge. Proposed system uses die-casting
principles to determine gating system parameters
The system would go a long way in bridging the gap
between designing and manufacturing of die-casting.
The future scope for this work is appended below.
• Gate location and placement is another area
that could be explored
• System could be modified to incorporate
parts with complex geometrical features
• Data base for machine, material and
process could be enhanced.
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